144,000: 61 – Marry a Muslim in Mecca
Surrounded in a cocoon of regenerative red light, see yourself in Mecca, the birthplace of
Mohammad and the holiest city of Islam. Metaphysically, Mecca is the holy place in your heart
where you love the will of God. You are in Mecca to marry a Muslim.
To marry means to link in love, to be as one
heart. Where two or more are gathered in
Mecca consciousness, there I Am.
The Muslim you are to merge with in the light
understands the metaphysical meaning of
marriage, for he or she is a Sufi. Sufism is the
metaphysical branch of Islam, which interprets
Islamic teachings in a symbolic, metaphysical
way; just as you understand Jesus’ mystical
teachings as they were explained and taught by
Charles Fillmore, co-founder of Unity; and by
other metaphysical leaders and teachers.
Let the image of your beloved Sufi Muslim
appear before you. If you are not one who sees
visions, simply sense his or her presence in the
light body. In the stillness, know without a doubt
that he or she is right in front of you. Believe this. See this. Understand this. Know this. Be
mystically married to a Muslim.
When you marry someone, in effect your also marry his or her family. Therefore, open your
heart now to your spouse’s family. They likewise are Sufis, who are awakened spiritually and
have elected to follow cosmic, divine laws as taught in all religions by all true prophets. The
immediate family of your mystical spouse is composed of 12 members who live in or near
Mecca. So, be one with them in the light. Marry them, too!
Now focus on your spouse’s extended family, which live throughout Saudi Arabia. They are of
every tribe, ethnic group, age, profession and spiritual discipline, but all strive to do the will of
Allah-God in loving one another. There are at least 987 of them. Marry them, too!
At your wedding feast with these total 1,000 light workers, Jesus and Mary and Mohammed
show up and change water to wine. The water of each one’s blood is turned into the red
regenerative wine of I Am life flow, which circulates through all of these 1,000 elect.
In the joy of the wedding feast, these 1,000 elect automatically radiate blood-red light to
everyone in Saudi Arabia, which awakens and regenerates them. Allah-God is great!
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